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R E S E A R C H ,   D E S I G N   &   P R O T O T Y P E 



NYC OpenData makes open data access and 
analysis into a civic priority.



The app is for everyone.
● anyone interested in New York life from data views
● both non-data professionals and data veterans
● from Job Application data to Driver Application data
● focusing on the ease-of-use to improve usability



I used a persona for 
Polly the Policymaker to focus 
on workflow and features

I need to know where are the 
most complaints in the city 
about taxis



1) Analyzing five usability tests
2) Initiating revised wireframes
3) Iterating wireframe states
4) Prototyping and usability test
5) Finalizing application

Process



To further the mission of data access for all, I 
analyzed a usability test with five participants, 
who were given four analytical tasks on the site. 

U S A B I L I T Y    T E S T    V I D E O S
Participant 748682 (13:10)
Participant 748680 (13:51)
Participant 748616 (20:50)
Participant 748701 (12:24)
Participant 748672 (22:09)

Analytical Tasks Given
Why You Only Need to Test with 5 Users

https://validately.com/tracker_shares/bd403650-ed17-47f0-b453-65ca0f2a9296
https://validately.com/tracker_shares/196d9830-f771-42a7-8eb6-79cafb877729
https://validately.com/tracker_shares/d9697f56-3d20-4634-8c53-87d344d2a5f9
https://validately.com/tracker_shares/8afd663c-bdeb-486f-a780-d939acd6608c
https://validately.com/tracker_shares/ff6dd291-a54b-42e0-a4cd-5d1d985a0a84
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U51YOZDqLWEJXFSMUKhFUTB1a_dZRcCKmossTH92DiA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/


Usability Test Findings
● 5 of 5 participants could not apply the Filter function 

smoothly
● 4 of 5 participants didn’t notice the selected dataset for 

Map function and clicked Add Data by mistake
● 4 of 5 participants failed to reach a summary table of 

total call number by zip code



I sketched some explorations to address:
- the usability issues
- the ability to view aggregate data
- the ability to join tables of data



Show an early version 
of your sketches here

Make sure it takes up the entire
slide area.



Show an early version 
of your sketches here

Make sure it takes up the entire
slide area.



After iterating on the initial idea, I pivoted and  
prioritized the functions and simplified the 
data processing steps.



Final Design



The app uses the 311 Service Requests dataset for 
the demo, which supports a use case for Polly to plan 
an undercover sting operation for the Taxi & Limo 
Commission (TLC)

https://nycopendata.socrata.com/Social-Services/311-Service-Requests-from-2010-to-Present/erm2-nwe9/data


Show your FINAL user flow here

Make sure it takes up the entire
slide area.



The app improves the existing NYC OpenData application

- Prioritized the 
functions. Three 
most frequently 
used functions are 
emphasized. 
- Added welcome 
lines to encourage a 
easy start. 

- Optimized space 
arrangement to 
provide larger view 
of the dataset.
- Added Save, 
Download, and Full 
Screen functions to 
address potential 
needs.



For the use case, Polly is able to see an 
aggregate view of the data

Paste a wireframe here

Filter conditions are 
hidden to save 
more space for data 
view, and can be 
visible by clicking 
the Filter icon.

Raw data can 
be viewed by 
clicking the 
See Raw Data 
button

Aggregate 
data view for 
Agency TLC



Polly is able to join in other datasets for her task. 
It is easy to do for a non-data scientist.

Paste a wireframe here

Join data made 
easy:
Match which 
column of the 
current data, 
with which 
column of the 
newly added 
data, then 
choose the 
column in new 
dataset to join



#1 usability test issue: 5 of 5 participants could not apply the 
Filter function smoothly

Paste a wireframe here

Issue solved. 
Three simplified 
steps to easily 
process the filter 
function.



#2 usability test issue: 4 of 5 participants didn’t notice the 
selected dataset for Map function and added Data by mistake

Paste a wireframe here

Issue solved. 
Efficiently 
estimate the 
most possible 
map view based 
on current 
dataset in the 
first place. Users 
can also change 
the settings by 
clicking No.



#3 usability test issue: 4 of 5 participants failed to reach a 
summary table of total call number by zip code

Paste a wireframe here

Issue solved. 
Directly added a 
Pivot Table option 
under Visualize 
function. Users can 
quickly get a 
summary table view 
by two steps.



I created a clickable prototype to be used 
for executive buy-in, and to hand-off to 
designers and engineers.

Launch Prototype

https://invis.io/CEMXODJGXTR#/308494983_Welcome_Page


Conclusion
In this case, the improved user interface was largely simplified by 
prioritizing the most important functions and data processing steps. In 
addition, by leveraging intelligent estimation, it has the ability to 
project the desirable visualization to further increase the efficiency.

There are still much space for improvement in this case. User 
experience iteration has no real end, while continuous improvement 
makes perfection. I believe the user experience will be largely 
improved through planned periodical usability test(s) and interface 
modification(s).   


